
    Assembling the Affordable Accuracy Plus  Kit                              

 

Please read these instructions carefully before you 

start.  It will help you to conceptualize what is 

involved (which isn't much despite all the words).  If 

you run into any problems or have questions, feel 

free to email me or call me at 301-229-4475.   

_____________________________________________ 

Tweeter Tips 

The Morel CAT-328 tweeter has two design features that can result in damage to the dome or 

a reversed polarity connection.  First, the dome protrudes further above the face plate than is 

typical.   This maximizes dispersion, but also requires extra caution to make sure the dome 

isn't flattened.  Always keep your hands away from the dome when installing the 

tweeter.  And once installed, never, ever, place the speaker face down on a surface.   If 

disaster does strike, you can often restore the dome by gently massaging the sides with your 

thumb while turning the tweeter.  A replacement dome assembly is also available.  Second, 

contrary to industry standards, the positive terminal on the Morel is on the right.  Make sure 

the green wire from the crossover board is connected to the positive terminal.  The woofer, as 

is usual, has the positive terminal prong on the left, as does the terminal cup.    

Step One 

Unscrew and remove the rear terminal cup (don't lose the screws!).  Place a crossover board 

loosely inside the woofer hole and thread the red and black pair of wires back through the 

terminal cup hole.  Slip the plastic insulators on the disconnects down along the wires so you 

can work with the bare metal part.   Hold the terminal cup so that your thumb is pressing on 

the rear of the positive prong.  This will prevent the long and flexible prong from bending up 

when you insert the female quick disconnect at the end of the red wire.  The disconnect will 

look like it's too small to slip onto the terminal prong, but it will work if you wiggle the 

disconnect from side to side while gently pressing it onto the prong.  Once inserted, slide the 

plastic insulator back up into position around the metal disconnect.     Repeat the process for 

the negative terminal connection.   Double check to make sure the red and black wires are 

going to the positive and negative terminal prongs respectively, and then screw the terminal 

cup back into the cabinet.   



Step Two 

With the cabinet on its back and the crossover board still sitting loosely through the woofer 

hole, thread the green and black pair of wires up to and through the tweeter hole.  Slide the 

disconnects at the end of the wires onto the correct tweeter terminals.  Green wire to the 

RIGHT terminal (which is clearly marked), black onto the negative terminal.  You should be 

able to do this without removing the plastic insulators.  Now line up the tweeter face plate so 

that the screw holes are positioned over the pre-drilled starter holes in the tweeter lip routing, 

and screw in the tweeter using three of the supplied #6 X 3/4" screws.  Don't use the screws 

with the larger truss heads.  Those are for the crossover board if you choose to screw the 

board in.   From this point forward, make sure you never place the cabinet face down! 

Step Three 

Place the cabinet upright and insert the crossover board all the way into the cabinet and 

centered on the cabinet bottom.  Thread the remaining blue and black pair of wires through 

the woofer hole.  At this point you will have to decide how you want to mount the board.   The 

easiest solution is not to bother and to just let the supplied pad of Eco-Core hold it in 

place.  For the more conscientious, I have supplied some truss head screws that can be 

screwed through the two holes on the front of the board.  Depending on what kind of screw 

driver you are using, that can either be easy or difficult.  With the screws tightened, the rear 

of the board will spring up a little, but the Eco-Core will secure it.  A third alternative is to 

spread several beads of latex caulk on the bottom of the board.    

Step Four 

Once the crossover board is mounted (or not mounted), move the woofer and tweeter wires to 

one side and push one of the pads of the supplied blue Eco-Core through the woofer hole and 

position it symmetrically toward the back of the cabinet.   Be careful not to push the woofer 

wires from the Xover board back into the cabinet when you're installing the Eco-Core. Pull 

the top portion up against the cabinet brace, the bottom up to cover most of the crossover 

board, and the sides up along the sides of the cabinet.  When you're done, there should be a 

deep lined pocket to receive the woofer back wave, and the back of the pad will probably be 

up perhaps 2 inches from the back of the cabinet.    (Eco-Core is the most absorbent sound 

treatment available, and almost none of the woofer back wave will be reflected back to the 

woofer cone.)   

Step Five   

Place the cabinet on its back and hold the woofer with your thumb on top of the cross piece 

holding the positive and negative woofer terminals.  That assembly is flexible and you don't 

want it to push up while you're attaching the woofer.  Carefully insert the quick disconnects 



onto the appropriate woofer terminals--blue wire to the left terminal, black wire to the right 

terminal.   Screw in the woofer using the remaining supplied screws.   

 

Testing the Speakers 

Once both speakers are assembled, the supplied demonstration CD is a good means for 

checking performance.   The first track is an exceptionally clean (although bright) recording 

with a very wide frequency range.  If all is well, you should hear very deep percussive bass 

and intense higher frequencies with lots of presence in the sssssssssssssssssss range.   This is a 

good check for correct polarity.  If the bass seems weak or the higher frequencies seem 

recessed, something is off in the wiring of the tweeters, woofers, or one of the terminal 

cups.  The last cut provides an even better test of woofer and terminal cup polarity, but don’t 

play it super loud.  It's a 34 Hz bass tone, and you should feel the bass output (along with 

some port noise).  If you're not sure, move your balance control from left to right.  If the bass 

is actually less evident at the middle position, then the woofers are out of phase with each 

other and you need to check your woofer and terminal cup wiring.   

 

 


